
Privateer
Duval’s
rally

At the end of his career as a privateer, Captain Duval hung up his sabre and left his ship to settle on the island. Nearly 200 years later, 
it’s your turn to walk the Chemin-du-Roy (King’s Road). Fabulous discoveries about the island’s life and history await along the way.

Instructions Follow in the steps of Privateer Duval and solve the mysteries you encounter as you make 
your way along Chemin-du-Roy.
The answers are available at the island’s nature shop in the reception area.
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Baie des marigots
BLACK GUILLEMOT
• The Black Guillemot’s legs match the inside of its beak and are:           RED  YELLOW    BLACK

Part 2
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Baie des Marigots owes its name to:
     Two little marshes that are the sources of the waterfalls that flow there from time to time.
     The rest break cod fishermen sometimes used to take there.
     A type of mosquito identified on the island. 
     The common name given to the black guillemots nesting there.

• The Black Guillemot owes its name to its elegant black legs:  TRUE   FALSE

• Name one of its cousins that nests on the island: 
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ARCTIC-ALPINE PLANTS
• Circle the correct answer:26Seal lookout

• Arctic-alpine plants are particularly vulnerable to:    COLD  -  WIND  -  TRAMPLING  -  RODENTS  -  POOR SOIL

• What is the name of the Arctic-alpine plant with yellow flowers present on the island? 
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SEALS
• Circle the correct answer: 
The Grey Seal is also called:     THE DOG-HEADED SEAL  -  THE HORSE-HEADED SEAL  -  THE SEA WOLF
 
• What is the place where seals gather on shore called?
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Maison Duval This house belonged to Privateer Duval’s great, great grandson, William and was 
built in 1912. Once in a sorry state of repair, it was completely restored, and is now 
identical to the original house.
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• What animal appears on the Duval family escutcheon? 

• What animal’s head appears on the grip of Captain Duval’s sabre? 

• William Duval served as  SEABIRD SANCTUARY WARDEN
    POSTMASTER
    BOAT GUIDE
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Cemetery In what year did Peter-Nicholas, Captain Duval’s grandson, die?
 
What was the name of the island’s first chapel?
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Bell The island’s second chapel shared the same building as:

  THE SCHOOL          THE POST OFFICE              THE GENERAL STORE. 
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Congratulations! You’ve completed the second part of Privateer Duval’s rally.
To check your answers and get your share of the privateer’s treasure,
stop in at the island nature shop in the arrival area.

Privateer Duval’s rally part 2
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